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CABLE ADDRESS
H U D S O N C A R April 30, 1930

SERVICE  LETTER

TO DOMESTIC DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS:

Attention:    Service Manager

 With the advent of spring the following operations and inspections are recommended 
on cars that have seen extensive service during the winter months to guard against over-
heating and other complaints attendant upon warm weather operation.

 1.     Clean out and thoroughly flush cooling system.    Disconnect radiator hose and flush 
through radiator until all traces of rust and sediment are removed. Renew any hose 
connections which have collapsed or show signs of deterioration.

 2.     Dissolve two cups full of soda ash in warm water and pour into radiator together 
with enough clear water to fill cooling system.    Run engine for 1/2 hour with shut-
ters 

    adjusted so this solution remains near the boiling point, then drain and flush out 
   thoroughly with clear water to remove all traces of soda.

 3.     Remove all deposits of mud and grease from the air cells of the radiator which would 
obstruct the free flow of air through these passages.

 4.     Examine radiator shutters and make sure they are wide open when the operating 
knob is pulled all the way out.    A drop of kerosene applied to the hinge pins at the 
top and bottom of each blind will improve their operation.    When a tendency to-
ward overheating is developed due to fast driving and hot climatic conditions, it is 
sometimes advisable to change the location of the front license plate to the bottom of

    the radiator or front bumper.

 5.     Inspect fan and fan belt, straighten blades if they are bent so fan does not wobble 
excessively and make sure they have sufficient curve for proper cooling.    Renew 
fan belt if necessary and adjust Essex belt so the two sides can be drawn together 
within 3/4" of each other.  The Hudson belt should be adjusted so the section be-
tween the fan and water pump pulleys can be moved up and down 5/8". Tighten sup-
port arm look stud securely.

 6,     Inspect water pump, making sure that drive pulley and impeller are tight on shaft.    
Packing nut should be drawn up finger-tight; if this is insufficient to stop leaks, re-
new the packing.
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  7.    Remove louvre covers from bonnet side panels.

  8.  Drain water and sediment from gasoline tank and vacuum tank and carburetor strainers.    
Tighten inlet manifold and carburetor stud nuts and renew gaskets whore necessary.

  9.    Set carburetor heat control adjustment in "medium" position when average air temperature is 
from 85 to 900 and in the "cold" position when higher.

10.     Remove and thoroughly clean spark plugs.    Set gaps to exactly .022" by bending outer 
electrodes.    If plugs are in poor condition or have seen more than 10,000 miles service, they 
should be renewed.

11.    Inspect distributor contact points, smooth up faces if necessary and adjust to .020" opening.

12.     Check generator charging rate.    If output has been increased to take care of cold weather 
driving, reset third brush so maximum output will be 10 amperes with hot generator or 13.5 
amperes cold.

13.     Inspect storage battery and add distilled water to cover plates.  See that connections are 
tight, clean and protected with grease.

14.     Drain motor oil and replenish with new oil of medium heavy or heavy body.    Elevate front 
end of oar when draining to remove all old oil.

15.     Drain clutch oil and refill with 1/8 pint of light motor oil and 1/8 pint kerosene.    If clutch 
action is harsh, use 1/4 pint light motor oil.

16.     Drain and flush transmission and rear axle and refill with good, heavy bodied or summer 
transmission and differential oils.    Do

not use grease.

  Yours very truly,

   HUDSON MOTOR CAR COMPANY

D.S.2003       Service Department.



READING - Selector Switch not making 
contact or connection from gauge to 
switch broken.    NO READING - Igni-
tion switch off -- poor connection from 
electrolock to gauge or dash unit
inoperative.

HUDSON AND ESSEX GASOLINE AND OIL LEVEL GAUGE - 1930

 A complete test of this equipment can easily be made since a short circuit at any point in the 
system should cause the dash gauge to give a "full" reading.  A screw driver
or a piece of heavy wire is the only equipment necessary.

 If the circuit is "shorted" at any point and the gauge does not give a "full" reading, the fault in 
the circuit is between the point "shorted" and the source of current at the electrolock. If the gauge is not 
operating and a "short" causes it to indicate "full", the fault in the circuit is between the point "shorted" 
and the "ground" at the gasoline tank unit or the oil reservoir unit.

 Follow the instructions given on the wiring diagram.  "Reading" means gauge indicates "full" 
when shorted at the point indicated. "No Reading" means gauge indicates "empty" when shorted at the 
same point.

 Turn on ignition switch before siting tests.Push selector switch button when testing points 3, 5, 
and 7.

NO GASOLINE READING - START TEST HERE

CAUTION - Do not 
ground this terminal.    
To check for current at 
this point use 6 volt 
test lamp.

READING - Loose con-
nection or broken wire 
from selector switch to 
junction block.  NO 
READING Test at 1

READING
Test at 6
NO READING
Test at 2.

NO READING - Loose or 
broken wire from junction 
block to tank unit
READING - No gas - float 
stuck - arm bent or tank 
unit inoperative

READING
Test at 7
NO READING
Test at 2.

NO READING - Loose or 
broken wire from junction 
block to reservior unit
READING - No oil - float 
stuck - arm bent or reser-
voir unit inoperative

 It is advisable to test individual units after removal from the car and before installation.  Although a test 
for operation of the dash unit can be made by connecting it direct to a battery (should show full) it is advisable to 
connect a tank or reservoir unit in series so that the gauge reading can be varied and the operation watched.

 Do not connect a tank or reservoir unit directly across a battery as this will permit a heavy amperage to 
flow and destroy the unit.  When testing a reservoir or tank unit always connect a dash gauge unit in series so that 
operating conditions are duplicated.  The unit can be tested for proper contact throughout the float movement in this 
manner.

D.S.2006

NO GASOLINE READING - START TEST HERE



CABLE ADDRESS
H U D S O N C A R September 6, 1930

SERVICE  LETTER

TO DOMESTIC DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS:

Gentlemen:

 The quantity of lubricant recommended for the rear axle assembly of all 
Hudson and Essex cars built during the year 1930 has been reduced from four pounds to 
three pounds.

 The level of the lubricant when three pounds is used is approximately 
three quarters of an inch below the bottom of the filler plug opening.    Care should be 
taken when adding lubricant to the rear axle not to bring the level higher than this as it 
may cause a grease leak at the rear wheel bearing.

  Yours very truly,
 
   HUDSON MOTOR CAR COMPANY

D.S.2010        Service Department.

(THIS LETTER HAS BEEN SENT TO YOUR DEALERS)



CABLE ADDRESS
H U D S O N C A R

TO DOMESTIC DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS:

 Subject: - CLUTCH THROWOUT BEARING LUBRICATION.

   Former recommendations for lubrication of the Clutch Throwout Bearing 
should be discarded and the following substituted:

   Inject one (1) ounce of No. 3 Yellow Cup Grease into bearing through hole 
provided in clutch throwout collar. (See page sixteen, 1930 Hudson or Essex Instruction 
Book for location of hole.)

   This operation should be done at 1500 mile intervals in conjunction with ev-
ery clutch lubrication. Care should be taken not to over lubricate as excess grease may 
work into the clutch and cause slippage.

   A six inch length of 1/8" pipe fitted with a connection for attaching to the 
grease gun can be screwed into the grease hole in the throwout collar to facilitate lubrica-
tion.

   Replace the pipe plug after lubrication as any fitting which might be installed 
at this point will restrict the clutch throwout movement.

   The quantity of clutch lubricant required remains unchanged, 1/8 pint of light 
motor oil and 1/8 pint of kerosene being necessary for both Hudson and Essex.

     Very truly yours,

      HUDSON MOTOR CAR COMPANY

D.S.2011         Service Department.

(THIS LETTER HAS BEEN SENT TO YOUR DEALERS)

SERVICE  LETTER

October 4, 1930
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CABLE ADDRESS
H U D S O N C A R

TO DOMESTIC DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS:

 With the advent of colder weather you can perform a real service for your owners and 
by proper handling obtain a good profit for your shop. The cold weather troubles can be pre-
vented to a large degree by preparing the cars to meet the conditions which will be encountered.

 It is suggested that you circularize your owners by letter, phone and personal contact, 
quoting flat rate prices for various group operations. It is further suggested that your service 
salesmen endeavor to sell a complete tune--up and cooling system flush with each call for anti-
freeze.

 In addition to the original servicing for winter a periodic inspection program can also 
be inaugurated to keep the cooling system properly filled with anti-freeze and maintain proper 
lubrication and adjustments for easy starting and maximum performance.

PREPARING FOR ANTI-FREEZE SOLUTION

 The cooling systems of all cars in service more than six months should be reverse 
flushed by disconnecting the lower radiator hose and inserting a hose with the nozzle plugged 
tightly into the lower radiator connection. On the Hudson the hose connection from the cylinder 
block to the pump should also be removed to permit free exit of the water from the block.    
(Special equipment is available through several sources for reverse flushing under air pressure).

 On cars which have been in service more than a year it is advisable to wash out the 
system with one pound of Sal Soda dissolved in five gallons of water. (This should be strained 
before pouring into radiator). Run the engine slowly for five minutes to heat water and circulate 
it through the system.

 Drain cooling system and reverse flush.    It is important that all traces of Sal Soda be 
removed due to its detrimental action if left in the system too long.

 Check radiator core for leaks -- repair by soldering.

 Install new hose connections if the old ones show cracks, bulges or collapse.    A 
small amount of grease spread on the inside of the hose at both ends will help maintain a good 

November 18, 1930
 SERVICE  LETTER
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seal. 

 Check cylinder head stud nuts to see that they are tight.

  Check for leaks at cylinder side plates and welch plugs.

FILLING WITH ANTI-FREEZE SOLUTION
 
  The anti-freeze solution should be poured into the radiator and enough water added to bring 
the level just above the top of the radiator core with the engine running.    Allow engine to warm up and 
add water to bring the  level four inches below the top of the radiator tank in the Essex and three inches 
below on the Hudson.
   

ANTI-FREEZE SOLUTIONS

     The only anti-freeze solutions recommended are Alcohol, Radiator Glycerine or Prestone.    
The two latter are preferable since they do not evaporate and can be put into the system before cold 
weather has set in without any danger of loss.    They also guarantee protection throughout the winter bar-
ring loss due to leaks.    Although their initial cost is more, the cost per season is usually less.   

   QUANTITIES

     Since Alcohol lowers the boiling point it is necessary to govern the quantity by the tempera-
ture expected and increase the quantity as the weather becomes colder.    When using Radiator Glycerine 
or Prestone it is advisable to use sufficient at the initial filling to give protection in the coldest weather 
expected during the winter.    This makes it unnecessary to add to the solution as the weather becomes 
colder and saves the owner considerable annoyance.

 The following table gives the quantities of the various solutions necessary in Hudson and 
Essex cooling systems:   

   Radiator   
Temperature     Glycerine     Prestone     Alcohol

32° to 10° above 0°       9-1/2 qts.     4 qts.       6-2/3  qts.
10° to    0°     11-1/2 qts.     6 qts.       8-2/3  qts.   
0° to 10° below 0°     13-2/3 qts.     7 qts.     10     qts.   
10° to 20° below 0°     15-1/3 qts.     8 qts.     11-1/2  qts.   
20° to 30° below 0°     *Undiluted     9 qts.   

'Radiator Glycerine is diluted in its commercial form so that it can be used without further dilution if 
necessary.    Do not use other solutions undiluted.   

 Direct reading hydrometers are available to show the temperature to which protection is given 
by the solution in the radiator. These should be used regularly -- preferably weekly -- to check the contents 
of the radiator as this is the only means of accurately determining if there has been any loss.   
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OTHER WINTER PREPARATIONS

 LOURVE COVERS.    The louvres should be covered with heavy fibre  board to retain the 
engine heat for most efficient operation. . The boards may be painted dull black on the side next to the 
hood.

 GASOLINE SYSTEM.    During cold weather there is always an accumulation of water in 
the vacuum tank filter bowl, carburetor, and gasoline tank.  If this is allowed to accumulate in quanti-
ties it may obstruct the flow of fuel when frozen.    Drain at these points at least monthly during cold 
weather.
   
 ENGINE LUBRICATION.    Light motor oil of good quality with a zero cold test should 
be used.    Because of dilution, especially on cars which are continuously started and stopped, the oil 
should be changed more frequently.
   
 CLUTCH LUBRICATION.    Instead of a half and half mixture of kerosene and oil a mix-
ture of three parts kerosene to two parts of oil may be used if the clutch tends to spin after disengage-
ment.

 TRANSMISSION LUBRICANT.    If it is difficult to move the gears  into mesh when cold 
add sufficient motor oil to the transmission lubricant to permit proper shifting.
   
 REAR AXLE LUBRICANT.    The lubricant in the rear axle should flow freely at low 
temperatures to insure proper flow to the pinion bearings.    If a good gear oil with low cold test can not 
be obtained use three pounds of  gear oil and one pound (pint) of motor oil.
   
 GENERAL LUBRICATION.    Keep all chassis parts well lubricated to prevent entrance 
of water.    All brake rod pins and yokes should be covered with grease to prevent an accumulation of 
ice
   

ENGINE TUNING TO INSURE EASY STARTING

    1.    Clean spark plugs - set gap at .020" to    .022".

    2.    Clean distributor contact points and set at .018"
    maximum opening.

    3.    Check compression - adjust tappets - grind valves
     if necessary.

    4.    Clean gasoline system of sediment and water.

    5.    Adjust carburetor - see that choke is fully closed
     by dash control.

    6.    Set carburetor accelerating well needle (Essex only)
     in the "Winter" position.

    7.    Set heat control on "Warm".
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ELECTRICAL INSPECTION

1. Clean generator commutator.
   
2. Set charging rate with lights off to peak at 13.5
    amperes when cold or 10 amperes hot.
   
3. Clean Bendix screw with kerosene.    (Do not oil.)
   
4. See that fuse clips are clean and hold fuse securely.
   
5. Check all wires and connections to see that they are
    in good condition and tight.
   
6.  Remove battery terminals, clean off corrosion, and    wipe
     with cloth moistened with ammonia.    (Do not permit
     ammonia to enter cells.)    Scrape terminal posts and
     terminals to insure good contact.    Replace terminals,
     tighten and coat exposed parts with vaseline,    See
     that battery ground is bolted tight to the frame.

OPERATION l    Flush cooling system and refill with anti-freeze.

OPERATION 2    Tune Engine -- Includes cleaning and adjusting spark plugs,
   distributor breaker points, generator and carburetor.    Clean-
      ing gasoline lines and vacumm tank -- adjusting tappets and
      checking battery and terminals.    Valve grinding when necessary
      at extra charge.
   
OPERATION 3   Complete lubrication -- Chassis including brake rods.    Change
      to winter lubricant in motor, clutch, transmission and rear axle.
.    .   
OPERATION 4   Install Louvre Covers.

OPERATION 5   Checking quantity of anti-freeze in cooling system and tune engine.
   

   Very truly yours,
  
    HUDSON MOTOR CAR COMPANY

D.S.2015         General Service Manager.

    (THIS LETTER HAS BEEN FORWARDED YOUR DEALERS)



CABLE ADDRESS
H U D S O N C A R

TO DOMESTIC DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS:

-- Attention of the Service Manager --

 To insure adequate lubrication of the roar axle gears and bearings during the 
break-in period, four (4) pounds of lubricant is being introduced into the housing of the 
new 1931 model Hudson and Essex cars at the time of assembly.

 This amount is in excess of the Instruction Book recommendations of three 
(3) pounds, which is the quantity required to bring the level to the bottom of the filler 
plug opening in the housing cover.    It is important that your New Car Department be 
properly instructed in this matter so that
a minimum loss of lubricant will occur when the plug is removed during the new car in-
spection.

 It is necessary that this extra quantity of lubricant be present during the 
break-in period, particularly in • cold weather and every new car should be closely 
checked before delivery. After the first one hundred (100) miles, however, the level may 
be reduced to the bottom of the filler plug and maintained at that level thereafter.

   Very truly yours,

    HUDSON MOTOR CAR COMPANY

D.S.2016         Service Department.

(THIS LETTER HAS BEEN FORWARDED YOUR DEALERS)

November 19, 1930
 SERVICE  LETTER



CABLE ADDRESS
H U D S O N C A R

TO DOMESTIC DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS:

RE: UNLOADING OF NEW AUTOMOBILES

 During the winter months, Detroit practices the plan of sprinkling salt on 
street intersections to retard the formation of ice.    New cars driven to the loading docks, 
therefore, may unavoidably be spattered with a saline spray which would prove harmful 
to the finish and plating if it were permitted to remain on the oars for an extended period 
of time.

 As soon as possible after unloading shipments of new automobiles, wash 
them completely, paying special attention to rear panels, undergearing and all chromium 
plating.

   Very truly yours,

    HUDSON MOTOR CAR COMPANY

D.S.2017         Service Department.

(THIS LETTER HAS BEEN FORWARDED YOUR DEALERS)

December  4, 1930
   SERVICE  LETTER



CABLE ADDRESS
H U D S O N C A R

December 4, 1930
 SERVICE  LETTER

TO DOMESTIC DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS:

 Shatterproof windshields are an available option on new car shipments.    As 
cases may occur in which changes may be desirable after delivery from the factory, we 
are supplying you with necessary information for ordering.

Part No. 89898 Windshield Frame and Glass Assembly
  (Plate Glass)       $11.00
 Part No. 90406 Windshield Frame and Glass Assembly 
 (Shatterproof Glass)          25.00

 Those prices cover sale and not exchange of windshields or frames by us 
and are subject to regular parts discount.

   Very truly yours,

    HUDSON MOTOR CAR COMPANY

D.S.6036         Service Department.

(THIS LETTER HAS BEEN FORWARDED YOUR DEALERS)


